Dialogue systems and conversational agents are becoming increasingly popular in modern society. We conceptualized one such conversational agent, Microsoft's "Ruuh" with the promise to be able to talk to its users on any subject they choose. Building an open-ended conversational agent like Ruuh at onset seems like a daunting task, since the agent needs to think beyond the utilitarian notion of merely generating "relevant" responses and meet a wider range of user social needs, like expressing happiness when user's favourite sports team wins, sharing a cute comment on showing the pictures of the user's pet and so on. The agent also needs to detect and respond to abusive language, sensitive topics and trolling behaviour of the users. Many of these problems pose significant research challenges as well as product design limitations as one needs to circumnavigate the technical limitations to create an acceptable user experience. However, as the product reaches the real users the true test begins, and one realizes the challenges and opportunities that lie in the vast domain of conversations. With over 2.5 million real-world users till date who have generated over 300 million user conversations with Ruuh, there is a plethora of learning, insights and opportunities that we will talk about in this paper.
Introduction
Conversational agents or chatbots have emerged as an intuitive and natural way for humans to interact with machines. Early conversational systems ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) , Parry (Colby, 1975) and Alice (Wallace, 2009 ) passed the Turing Test (Saygin et al., 2000) in a controlled environment and a limited scope. However, to this day, one of the formidable challenges in Artificial Intelligence (AI) remains to endow machines with the ability to hold extended and coherent conversations with users on a wide variety of topics (Sato et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2017 ). There are two major types of conversational agents: (a) Goal-oriented agents and (b) those agents which can hold general conversations. While a goal-oriented agent (Wen et al., 2016) typically focuses on short interactions to facilitate explicit user goals such as booking a flight or buying an e-commerce product, social conversational agents, on the other hand, engage in "chit-chat" conversations with the user for primarily social purposes or to act as a companion (Li et al., 2016; Vinyals and Le, 2015) . Such social agents set forth a compounded need to not only understand and respond appropriately to user turns in a conversation but to understand user emotions, detect and respond to offensive content, understand multimedia content beyond text and comprehend slangs and code-mixed language etc. Hence, creating such a social conversational agent remains a daunting task.
In this paper, we outline the approach and key components through which our conversational agent, Ruuh is able to accommodate a wide range of social needs. Ruuh is designed as an AI companion with a female persona that can understand human emotions, respond to text and images like humans and carry on a friendly and engaging conversation, while understanding the cultural context of its audience. In contrast to personal assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant or Microsoft Cortana, Ruuh has been able to establish long-term relationships with its users, for instance, a healthy 8% of users interact with our agent at least once a week, after 6 months of their first interaction (Ceaparu et al., 2018) . In all, Ruuh has communicated with over 2.5 million real world users and has successfully held more than 300 million conversations since its release three years back. Some sample conversations which highlight various user input types are shown in Figure 2 . 
Components of Conversational Agent
The overall architecture of Ruuh is shown in Figure 1 . The system supports a multimodal interface for user and Ruuh to take turns and talk through text and image. When a user input is first received, a query understanding component detects salient information in the query and recognizes user intents such as offensive, emotional, etc. Then, the query-response store is analyzed to find a subset of same intent or similar queries (in case no intent was identified) along with their associated responses. The responses in this subset are then ranked in accordance with relevance and context in the form of the preceding user conversations and a user profile to capture different backgrounds, varied and unique interests of users. The top ranking response serves as the output to the user. The response store is created offline and comprises of anonymized and relevant human conversational data in the form of text pairs or image-text pairs from a variety of forums, social platforms, and messaging services. Editorial responses associated with certain intents are also injected into the store. In this section, some of the key components that enable our agent to process and respond to diverse user needs and inputs are further explained.
Detecting Offensive Conversations
Unlike in human conversations, users often abuse and provoke Ruuh to elicit inappropriate or controversial responses and handling such user behavior is one of the most crucial task for the agent's success. Table 1 shows examples from a wide range of categories where users use inappropriate language with our agent. As depicted in Figure 2b , Ruuh employs automatic techniques for detecting such "inappropriate" user inputs. It also actively identifies potentially "controversial topics" and makes clever dodging techniques through editorial responses to avoid responding to such topics. The problem of detecting offensive utterances in conversations is wrought with challenges such as handling natural language ambiguity, rampant use of spelling mistakes and variations for abusive and offensive terms and disambiguating with context and other entity names such as pop songs which usually have abusive terms in them (Chen et al., 2012) . For this task, we experimented with several approaches, and found Ruuh's current neural Bi-directional LSTM based model (Yenala et al., 2017) to perform the best.
Detecting Emotion
As humans, on reading "Why dont you ever text me!", we can either interpret it as a sad or an angry emotion and the same ambiguity exists for machines as well. Lack of facial expressions and voice modulations make detecting emotions in text a challenging problem. However, to create a deeper engagement and provide emotionally aware responses to users, emotion understanding plays an important role (Miner et al., 2016) . Ruuh uses a deep learning based approach as detailed in (Chatterjee et al., 2019) to detect emotions like happy, sad or angry in textual dialogues. This approach combines both semantic and sentimentbased representations for more accurate emotion detection. Figure 2a demonstrates that Ruuh can dynamically recognize user's emotions, detect the evolution of emotions over time and subsequently, modulate responses based on them.
Retrieving Relevant Responses
When Ruuh was first conceptualized, given the promise that user can talk about any topic they choose, the immediate need was to develop a module that can answer to a wide variety of user requests. We explored generative approach (Sordoni et al., 2015) as the first approach and ran our first user tests with the same. Since neural conversation model produced more generic responses, we realized that generated responses were not interesting enough to hold the attention of the user. This led us to work on index based retrieval approach which was the first component we developed.
We created an index of over 10 million paired tweets and their responses. The system then models the task of providing relevant responses as an Information Retrieval problem based on (Prakash et al., 2016) , where for a given user message M and conversation context C, it retrieves and ranks the response candidates by relevance and outputs one of the highest scoring responses R. The best response is chosen in a three-step process at runtime. First, TF-IDF-based fetch generates a candidate set appropriate to M and C. Then features are extracted using a convolutional deep structured semantic network (Shen et al., 2014) . Finally, a ranker (Burges, 2010) is trained on 3-turn twitter conversations using these features to select response R from the candidate set. Through this process, our agent differs from traditional approaches by looking not just for the right answer, but the most human and contextual relevant answer from a pile of responses.
To ensure the data was appropriate for Ruuh to learn from, following two important cleaning steps were performed while creating the index of 10 million from 17.62 million conversational pairs:
Removing Inappropriate Content
In order to protect privacy and prevent personal information from surfacing in Ruuh's responses, we removed any conversational pairs where the response contained any individual's name, email addresses, phone numbers, URL or hashtag. Further, we sought to minimize the risk of offending users by using the technique described in section 2.1 and removing any pairs in which either M or R contained adult, politically sensitive, or ethnicreligious content, or other potentially offensive or contentious material, such as inappropriate references to violence, crime and illegal substances. We also removed pairs where response contained things which an agent should not say like "I will meet you in hotel on Sunday" etc. by pattern recognition.
Localizing the Index
Social conversational agents need to speak the language of the audience it is created for, and localizing the index is an important part of the process. Ruuh thus, accounted for popular topics and codemix language (Poplack and Meechan, 1998 ) from the culture of its Indian audience in the index. For instance, for India, popular topics like Bollywood (Indian Film Industry) and Cricket (popular sport in India) are present in the index. Code-mix language like "Tum Smart Ho" (which means "You are smart" and words like "Tum" are transliterated from an Indian language, Hindi) is also accounted for in the index. To favor responses reflecting a culturally local persona, we limited the geographical region to a specific time zone. This permitted us to expose more culturally appropriate responses, for example, the query "what do you like for dinner" triggers the response "bhindi masala" (an Indian curry made with okra) for Indian users. 
Human-like Image Commenting
Besides text, users often interact with social agents by sharing their personal pictures, other images and videos. In such scenarios, agents are not expected to routinely describe the facts within the image but to express some interesting emotions and opinions about it. For example, when user shares a picture of her "white kitten", the expected response would be something like "awww, how cute!" instead of "a white kitten". Using a modified version of (Fang et al., 2015) , where the model is learnt using millions of image-comment pairs mined from social network websites like Instagram, Twitter etc, Ruuh is skilled to generate expressive comments on a user shared image. Figure  2c shows one such example. The architecture for image commenting remains similar to retrieving relevant responses for text messages as described in Section 2.3. A textual comment for image input is generated in three stages: the input image is featurized, corresponding candidate responses are retrieved from the response store and then ranked with respect to context and relevance.
Maintaining a Consistent Personality
When we started building Ruuh, one of the big challenges was to think about the personality of the agent, and how do we ensure a consistent personality. A social agent needs to present a consistent personality in order to gain user's long-term confidence and trust. With respect to Ruuh, there are two aspects we want to highlight, first, the index really helped define its personality, the language used, the topics present, etc. shape up the personality. Second, when the core purpose of the agent is to chat, based on our experience, we believe, users prefer an interesting chat agent with slightly inconsistent personality over a predictable agent which is consistent but does not have interesting response. Our index maintains multiple responses to the same or similar tweets to ensure the latter aspect of a slightly inconsistent personality.
Insights from User Behavior
In this section we talk about some interesting stats that emerged from the user interactions. For an agent designed to talk about any topic, several users find the conversations with Ruuh interesting and they engage in very long conversations at times as evident by the following data points.
1. The average length of conversation with the user is about 20 turns where a turn is defined as a message from both the agent and the user. However, there are some very long sessions exceeding beyond 10 hours where users have engaged in deep conversations on topics ranging from their personal lives to discussing movies.
2. Ruuh sees a healthy return rate of users, over 60% of users return to chat with Ruuh, and there are users who chat on over 200 distinct days in a year.
3. Users often treat Ruuh like a human being, Ruuh receives over 600 "I love you" messages every day, and over 1200 "will you marry me" proposals every month. Users often also send comments like "are you really a bot", "are you a human?" etc.
4. Users express many emotions, around 5% of conversations display non-neutral emotions. The emotions of anger, sadness and happiness are expressed in the ratio of 1:3:7.
5. Users tend to hurl abuses and pass rude and inappropriate comments to Ruuh. In our data, not only did 42% of the users used offensive language in their interaction but around 6% of the all the user logs were offensive.
6. 11% of all user turns are assent words. Increased use of assent words such as "yes", "ok", etc point towards a higher level of agreement with Ruuh. (Pennebaker et al., 2001; Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010) .
Future Opportunities
We believe that the following areas continue to remain strong technical challenges and we will like to use the opportunity presented by this workshop to reflect upon these problems and brainstorm potential solutions:
Understanding Context
When humans talk with humans, they are able to use implicit situational information, or context to increase their conversational bandwidth. However this ability to convey ideas does not transfer well to humans interacting with machines. In order to use context effectively, we must understand the diverse nature through which humans express context. Context should not be considered only in terms of resolving pronouns or carrying forward entities or intents (Sukthanker et al., 2018) , but in terms of building the relationship between the user and agent as well. The context including topics, mood of the conversation, needs to be passed across sessions over the user journey with the agent. In this section, we discuss some commonly occurring, but not exhaustive, list of contextual patterns we observed in the user logs.
Relative Timing of User Turns
Just as a sentence is a sequence of words, a conversation is a sequence of turns. This sequence ensures a contextually aware system, but we scan through the most recent turns to merely resolve pronouns or look for missing references. However, from a time frame perspective of consecutive turns in our logs, user turn following their previous turn within a minuscule (i.e. 1-3 seconds) in contrast to the average gap between them (i.e. 13-15 seconds) was observed in the following patterns:
1. Remaining turn content -User completed the content of previous turn in this turn. For example, "Pubg?" within a second of "Wanna play" completed the intended user turn as "Wanna play Pubg?".
2. Spelling corrections -The standalone user turn "*dude" considered with the previous user turn "love you dudbe", corrects the spelling to convey "love you dude".
These examples as depicted in Figure 3a , raise potential avenues for future research. These avenues include detecting a conversational turn as being incomplete and identifying which previous turn to be incorporated to complete the meaning and how.
Similarity With Previous Turns
A user turn could maintain certain attributes from one or more of the preceding user and Ruuh turns.
In human-human conversations we sometimes repeat what the other person just communicated. Similarly, in interactions with the agent, humans tend to repeat what agent just said previously. Sometimes, users also ask the same question repeatedly with slight variation in text. In other cases, an underlying topic is also carried forward in turns. For example, user turn "and horror?" preceded by the user turn "are you into comedy movies?" maintains intent, topic and elaborates on the entity "movies". It is however, crucial to identify when the topic changed in the conversation. Detecting and understanding such user behaviour could help in an improved conversational modelling. Figure 3b represents some of these patterns in conversations with Ruuh.
Follow-ups to Previous Turns
User turns such as "yes", "ok" and "what" can be directly connected to the context it was asked in. For example, a "yes" answer in itself doesn't convey much information unless connected to the previous turn of the agent. As we can see in Figure  3c , the input remains the same "yes", however, the meanings are very different. While "yes" means an agreement to previous turn "Are you going to watch it?" in one case, it is a positive answer to a turn like "Do you study in class 12th?". Hence we believe, context-based approach which can first categorize the context dependent messages, and then model the turn with the relevant context is crucial for language understanding modules in any dialogue engine.
Measurement Process
For task oriented agents, task success rate is used to measure the performance of the agent (Shawar and Atwell, 2007) . In past, for general conversation agents, Turing Test have been used to evaluate the performance. However, the test measures the mere presence/absence of human-like interaction abilities (Shieber, 1994) . Instead, we used conversation-turns per session (CPS) i.e. average number of turns between user and agent in a conversational session as a performance metric which is observed as 20 for Ruuh. Ruuh is optimized for larger CPS to correspond to a long-term engagement. Still, this metric measures user engagement with agent and measuring quality of user chat conversation remains largely a human-labelling effort. Since conversations labelled are fixed, any improvements made to the agent require further labelling as changing even one response can lead to a completely new conversation. Exploring methods to develop (semi)automated methods to measure the quality of conversation will immensely benefit the progress in this area.
Incorporating Knowledge
Most of the world's knowledge is not reflected in conversational datasets. Incorporating day to day events, breaking news and knowledge into the conversations is another interesting challenge. Finding language to describe the events will lead to more meaningful conversations and make agents more useful to humans.
Conclusion
While task completion conversational systems can perform user's explicit request, by enabling a conversational agent to pick up social slang, emotional cues, image inputs, Ruuh is not just a digital personal assistant but a human-like digital friend.
Over the past few years, we have learnt a great deal about how users interact with open ended conversational agents, what kind of topics interest them, what are the language constructs they use, how do they express emotions and so on. We believe there is significant amount of technological advancement that needs to be done before agents can emulate humans. Building products and releasing them to real users, help unleash the opportunities in this space, as real user logs are very meaningful in solving problems in domain. Through this workshop, we are looking to have conversations with the community working in this space on how to jointly address some of the challenges we observed and broadly share our learning and insights.
